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SARS-CoV-2 Omicron BA.5: Riding the seventh wave in
Central Canada

The SARS-CoV-2 B.1.1.529 variant (Omicron) has spread aggressively

around the world with rapid transmission in Canada identified within

days of its classification as a variant of concern by the World Health

Organization.1,2 The BA.5 subvariant in particular has quickly spread

to over 50 countries with recent rapid propagation in Central Canada,

increasing from 45.8% to 78.2% of all SARS-CoV-2 infections in

Ontario in the first half of July.3 Alongside, per cent positivity of test-

ing increased from 8.4% to 14.8%, sufficient for the provincial govern-

ment to declare a seventh wave driven by BA.5 on the 6th of July

(Figure 1).4,5 During the same time period, the Quebec government

also reported a seventh wave, with BA.5 representing 75.5% of all

SARS-CoV-2 infections in Quebec.6 The predominance of BA.5 in the

most densely populated area of Canada indicates yet another pan-

demic epidemiological shift.

Omicron and its subvariants have shown progressing neutraliza-

tion escape properties towards both immunization as well as previous

COVID-19 infection.7,8 Initial lineages of Omicron already demon-

strated lower vaccine effectiveness as compared with the Delta vari-

ant.8 However, neutralizing activity of mRNA vaccines have been

significantly lower against newer sublineages of Omicron as compared

with the initial lineages, with BA.5 in particular having substantially

lower serum neutralizing titres when compared with BA.1 and BA.2.9

The spike-F486V mutation associated with neutralizing antibody

resistance in BA.4 has also been identified in BA.5.7 These findings

suggest subsequent sublineages of Omicron have continually

expanded their neutralizing escape properties and have increased re-

infection risk for patients with endogenous anti-SARS-CoV-2 anti-

bodies. The successful development of bivalent vaccines, targeting

both the original mRNA sequence as well as the newer sequence of

Omicron and its subvariants, offers an alternative that may hinder

escape properties.10

In addition, rapid antigen tests (RATs), also referred to as lateral

flow tests, have been noted to have reduced diagnostic performance

towards the Omicron variant when compared with the Delta vari-

ant.11 With decreased sensitivity towards Omicron and its descendent

lineages, a single negative RAT result may not be a reliable indicator

for ruling out infection. With RATs having superior accessibility,

resource and cost efficiency, and turnaround time compared with the

gold standard polymerase chain reaction test for the general public,

this higher false negative rate may foster a false sense of security. This

is particularly concerning given that cases have been documented as

being infectious several days prior to testing positive on a RAT.11 As

such, there may be value in the development of RATs with increased

sensitivity to the most prevalent COVID-19 lineages based on

regional epidemiological data.

With Omicron and its subvariants having ever-increasing immune

escape properties, considerable global resources have been invested

in the development and production of neutralizing monoclonal anti-

bodies (mAbs) that target specific components of the SARS-CoV-2

spike protein receptor as a therapeutic option in treating COVID-19

infection.12,13 While certain mAbs initially received rapid authorization

for use, the propensity of COVID-19 subvariants to develop muta-

tions and mount resistance against therapeutic management has

resulted in reduced efficacy and the removal of certain therapies from

clinical practice guidelines.13,14 BA.5 in particular has been identified

as having considerably lower neutralization sensitivity to various

mAbs compared with the initial Omicron lineages.15 With the increas-

ing development of resistance to existing therapy, there is consider-

able value in the research and development of therapeutic and

prophylactic options that are targeted towards dominating global

strains of COVID-19.

Given the reduced protection from immunization and endoge-

nous anti-SARS-CoV-2 antibodies towards BA.5 in addition to

decreased sensitivity of RATs and efficacy of mAbs, there is consider-

able room for the development of superior prophylactic, therapeutic,

and testing options. There continues to be great importance in

remaining vigilant by following infection prevention and control best

practices including maintaining robust respiratory and hand hygiene,

self-isolating based on high-risk exposure or symptoms, and limiting

nonessential travel. Receiving booster doses of mRNA vaccination, if

available and accessible, may offer an additional layer of protection

especially for vulnerable populations. Bivalent vaccines including new

mRNA sequences may also increase efficacy and length of protection.

Careful disease surveillance of metrics such as wastewater signal

monitoring and hospitalization rates will facilitate rapid identification

and interventions for regional epidemiological changes.
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